ABSTRACT Adaptation in haploid organisms has been extensively modeled but little tested. Using a microvirid bacteriophage (ID11), we conducted serial passage adaptations at two bottleneck sizes (10 4 and 10 6 ), followed by fitness assays and whole-genome sequencing of 631 individual isolates. Extensive genetic variation was observed including 22 beneficial, several nearly neutral, and several deleterious mutations. In the three large bottleneck lines, up to eight different haplotypes were observed in samples of 23 genomes from the final time point. The small bottleneck lines were less diverse. The small bottleneck lines appeared to operate near the transition between isolated selective sweeps and conditions of complex dynamics (e.g., clonal interference). The large bottleneck lines exhibited extensive interference and less stochasticity, with multiple beneficial mutations establishing on a variety of backgrounds. Several leapfrog events occurred. The distribution of first-step adaptive mutations differed significantly from the distribution of second-steps, and a surprisingly large number of second-step beneficial mutations were observed on a highly fit first-step background. Furthermore, few first-step mutations appeared as second-steps and second-steps had substantially smaller selection coefficients. Collectively, the results indicate that the fitness landscape falls between the extremes of smooth and fully uncorrelated, violating the assumptions of many current mutational landscape models.
T HE question of how populations adapt to changes in their environment has long been a central one in evolutionary biology. While Fisher (1930) and Wright (1932) proposed the foundational models of adaptation, the discoveries linking DNA sequence to amino acid sequence to functional protein changed the way that biologists conceived of adaptation. In the mutational landscape framework proposed by Maynard Smith (1970) and further developed especially by Gillespie (1984 Gillespie ( , 1991 and Orr (2000 Orr ( , 2002 Orr ( , 2005 , organisms occupy points in discrete sequence space, where sequences are either DNA or protein. Spatially adjacent sequences differ from each other by one mutational change. Each sequence has an associated fitness yielding a fitness surface. An altered environment changes the fitness surface and shifts the peak away from the wild type. In a nonrecombinant haploid system, as is our focus here, mutations on the parental background(s) allow the population to explore neighboring regions of sequence space and thereby climb a fitness peak.
A conceptual map showing how the assumptions of many of the mutational landscape models relate one to another is presented in Figure 1 . Our objective here is to first describe several of these assumptions in the Introduction and then examine their validity using real data from experimental evolution. We caution from the outset, however, that neither our survey of models nor our list of important modeling questions is exhaustive. We do not, for example, address extensions of Fisher's geometrical model, the effect of deleterious mutations, recombination, or a continually changing environment to the adaptive process, and we generally omit models that delve into these realms.
A central issue in all models of adaptation involves how frequently beneficial mutations arise in the population. When rare, the population will be fixed for one background for an extended time, ''waiting'' for a beneficial mutation to arise. Upon arising, it sweeps to fixation rapidly (relative to the waiting time). We refer to this situation as selective sweep dynamics, and the conditions that produce it are known as strong selection, weak mutation (SSWM) (Gillespie 1984 (Gillespie , 1991 . Selective sweep dynamics depend on the probability of fixation of each of the possible beneficial mutations. Some models have assumed that the population fixes a random beneficial mutation (e.g., the NK models in Figure 1 ), but Gillespie (1984) showed that mutations should be chosen with probability equal to their selection coefficient divided by the sum of all beneficial selection coefficients ( Figure 1 , bottom left). The weight dictates the probability that a mutation survives drift. This assumes, however, that all mutations are equally 1 likely to arise. Rokyta et al. (2005) showed that data from a G4-like DNA virus do not follow this move rule when naively applied, but that a good fit is obtained once differences in mutation rates (i.e., transitions vs. transversions) are incorporated.
When mutations are not rare, for example in large populations, a beneficial mutation that is increasing in frequency will not fix before one or more secondary beneficial mutations arise and begin competing with it. We refer to this as interference dynamics. Different models make differing assumptions about the backgrounds upon which the interfering mutations arise (Figure 1 , bottom right). The clonal interference model of Gerrish and Lenski (1998) assumes that secondary beneficial mutations occur only on what was originally the fixed (i.e., wild-type) background and that no second-steps will arise before one of the first-steps fixes. By contrast, the multiple mutations model Brunet et al. 2008) assumes that secondary beneficial mutations may arise on any background. Because in this model all mutations are assumed to have the same effect, beneficial mutations on backgrounds of the same fitness do not compete with each other. Thus, the mutations most influential for adaptation are those occurring on the most-fit background. Park and Krug (2007) develop a full interference model where beneficial mutations may occur on any background present in the population but do compete with each other. Hegreness et al. (2006) begin with a similar assumption of full interference dynamics. However, their strategy is to simplify by showing that much of the evolutionary dynamics from this complex model can be approximated by an equivalent model where mutations arise at an effective mutation rate and each has a fixed, effective, selection coefficient.
Models general enough to encompass both selective sweep and interference dynamics include those of Kim and Orr (2005) , which assumes a small number of beneficial mutations on a smooth landscape and, therefore, a bounded walk. It thus does not match the ''long adaptation'' description at the bottom. The models of Jain and Krug (2007) , Wahl and Krakauer (2000) , and Hegreness et al. (2006) are not shown because they can occupy more than one region of the conceptual map. Wahl and Krakauer (2000) and Jain and Krug (2007) . These models also allow for dynamics at higher mutation incidence where all one-step mutations are produced in the population in one generation, and double mutants, triple mutants, etc., may also arise. This generally yields more deterministic dynamics as the population searches sequence space more systematically (Quer et al. 1996) .
Another important component of modeling adaptation is the fitness landscape's surface. At one theoretical extreme lies a smooth, additive, single-peak landscape and at the other, a highly rugged one with many local peaks. Additive landscapes occur when there is no epistasis such that a fixed number of beneficial mutations are available and each has a fixed effect on fitness irrespective of background. (Note that this is not the same as a smooth landscape in Fisher's geometric model; there it is phenotype and not genotype that maps smoothly onto fitness.) Adaptation is then simply the process of accumulating all the beneficial mutations. With the exception of Wahl and Krakauer (2000) and Jain and Krug (2007) , models that allow interference dynamics assume fitness landscapes are additive ( Figure  1 , right side). These interference-on-additive-landscape models also generally assume that the number of beneficial mutations is large, Kim and Orr (2005) being an exception. The adaptive process consequently extends a long time, achieves a steady-state property, and makes it meaningful to focus on the rate of evolution.
At the opposite extreme are maximally rugged landscapes. These assume that the fitness at every sequence is an independent draw from a single probability distribution. There is no correlation in fitness for sequences that are similar to each other. Hence, these landscapes are often called uncorrelated. A biological interpretation is that epistasis is pervasive, with every site affecting every other site in a complex manner. Knowing the fitness of a particular mutation on background A tells you nothing about its fitness on background B-even if background B is just one step away from A. On uncorrelated landscapes there are many local peaks, randomly scattered across the landscape, and no starting sequence is far from one. As a population climbs a local peak, the number of beneficial one-step neighbors is expected to shrink rapidly (Kauffman 1993; Orr 2002; Rokyta et al. 2006a) . As long as mutations are restricted to one step at a time, adaptations on such landscapes tend to be short with expected values ,5 (Orr 2002; Rokyta et al. 2006a) . Most of the models that assume selective sweep dynamics also assume uncorrelated landscapes (Figure 1 , left side).
Intermediate landscapes allowing positive correlation in fitness between similar sequences have also been modeled. One example includes the NK model (Macken and Perelson 1989; Kauffman 1993) , where N represents the total number of nucleotide or amino acid sites and K is related to the number of epistatically interacting sites. When K ¼ 0, an additive landscape results. When K ¼ N À 1, a maximally rugged landscape is produced. Intermediate values of K yield intermediate landscapes. The block model (Perelson and Macken 1995; Orr 2006 ) takes a different approach: the sequence is partitioned into blocks (e.g., the domains of a protein). Sites within a block interact in an uncorrelated, maximally epistatic manner, while different blocks interact in a purely additive way. As the number of blocks moves from small to large, landscapes shift from rugged to smooth. While these illustrate two simple ways to model landscapes of intermediate ruggedness, an innumerable array of such landscapes is conceivable. Maximally smooth and maximally rugged landscapes provide convenient extremes, but it is important to realize that the possibilities between them are vastly more complex than a one-dimensional continuum would imply.
Another central feature of most models of adaptation is a distribution of beneficial mutation effects. Important exceptions to this are the models of Hegreness et al. (2006) and where all beneficial mutations have the same fixed effect. Among models where effects come from a distribution, most assume that beneficial effects are random draws from an exponential distribution. To understand why, note that although the wild type is not most fit (the environment has changed), it should have high fitness relative to all the possible sequences. The beneficial mutations represent the small fraction of other sequences with fitnesses above wild type and, therefore, compose the upper tail of the parent fitness distribution. Extreme value theory posits that if the parent distribution comes from one of the familiar tailed distributions like the normal or the gamma (or formally, from the Gumbell domain), then the uppermost tail will be exponentially distributed (Gillespie 1991; Orr 2003) . It is important to note that if the parent distribution is not in the Gumbell domain, for example if it is a bounded distribution like the uniform, then the uppermost tail is not exponential. The generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) is a family of distributions that encompasses the extreme tails of a broad range of distributions. Joyce et al. (2008) examined the properties of adaptive walks with selective sweep dynamics on uncorrelated landscapes where beneficial effects are GPD distributed.
A last and nuanced point about models of uncorrelated landscapes is that they generally assume the fitness effects of beneficial mutations in subsequent steps come from the same distribution that produces first-steps (Orr 2002; Joyce et al. 2008) . More precisely, subsequent steps are drawn from an ever-winnowing, rescaled upper tail of the parent distribution. When the upper tail is assumed exponential, then rescaling is irrelevant since a rescaled exponential is the same exponential. When the upper tail is GPD but not exponential, the distribution changes only by a scale parameter in a specified way (Beisel et al. 2007 ).
The purpose of this research is to examine several of these major modeling assumptions in the context of experimental evolution of microbial populations. We use a G4-like phage adapting to laboratory conditions in a flask-passage design. Using full genome sequencing of individual plaques, we track the appearance of mutations and their change in frequency over passages. We estimate mutant fitness in the same flask-passage conditions used for selection. From these data, we address a number of questions: What type of dynamics characterizes our experimental populations and do the dynamics change as we increase population size? What distribution do the beneficial mutations come from? Is the distribution the same across different backgrounds? What type of surface is the fitness landscape?
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains:
Research was conducted using the bacteriophage ID11, a member of family Microviridae described by Rokyta et al. (2006b) . ID11 is a single-stranded DNA icosahedral virus with a genome 5577 bases long encoding 11 genes. ID11 was also used by Rokyta et al. (2005) in a similar experiment to study the fitness distribution of first-step mutations. The bacterial host used throughout was Escherichia coli C.
Passage experiment: Adaptations were conducted using a passage design modeled after Rokyta et al. (2002 Rokyta et al. ( , 2005 . Six replicate adaptations were conducted: three at a 10 4 (small) and three at a 10 6 (large) bottleneck size. A preliminary large bottleneck line was also conducted prior to the other six to fine-tune techniques. Experiments were carried out in phageLB1Ca media (a modified Luria-Bertani broth containing 10 g tryptone, 5 g yeast extract, 10 g NaCl per liter supplemented with CaCl 2 to 2 mm). All replicate lines were initiated from the same ancestral stock population that was derived from a single wild-type plaque grown at 37°and suspended in 1 ml of sterile phage-LB1Ca. Each line was carried out for 20 flask-passage increments. Each increment of each line involved the following stages: (1) titer previous flask phage population on plates; (2) add 10 ml sterile phage-LB1Ca to a 125-ml Erlenmeyer flask capped with a loose inverted plastic cup; (3) shake flask in a water bath (water depth ¼ 2.5 cm above liquid level in flask) at 200 rpm at 37°for 5 min; (4) add 45 ml of 1003 E. coli C freshly thawed freezer stock into a shaking flask and allow to grow for 1 hr (45 ml of cell stock was previously calibrated to yield $3 3 10 8 cells/ml after 1 hr growth); (5) add $10 4 (small line) or 10 6 (large line) phage to flask on the basis of titer from step 1; (6) allow phage to grow for 40 min (0.67 hr); (7) kill cells by adding 200 ml chloroform to a 2-ml sample from the flask; (8) titer the population at beginning and end of growth to estimate population growth rate (i.e., fitness, w) expressed as doublings per hour based on the exponential relationship N 0.67 ¼ N 0 2 w 0.67 ; and (9) freeze a portion of the sample in 20% glycerol at À80°for archived storage, and use the other portion to passage to the next flask.
Sampling and sequencing: After 20 passages were completed, freezer stocks were used to sample individuals from the populations at time points (i.e., passage numbers) 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20. For each replicate line at each of these time points, the stock was plated and 16 (time-point 3) or 32 (all other time points) individual plaques were suspended in 50 ml of sterile phage-LB1Ca. A sample of each was frozen in 20% glycerol at À80°for future use in fitness assays. Another sample of each was used to sequence the entire genome at single coverage through a contract with Sequetech Corporation (Mountain View, CA). Genomes were assembled and SNPs identified using the application SeqMan Pro (version 7.2.2) within Lasergene software (DNASTAR, Madison, WI). After one round of gap filling was conducted, sequences were accepted only if either the entire genome was obtained or if all of the following conditions were satisfied: (i) .85% coverage, (ii) any observed SNPs were also observed in other samples from the same line, and (iii) coverage included all sites known to be polymorphic. To improve accuracy, all assembled genomes were independently analyzed by two people. Under these criteria, 631 genomes were accepted into the data set. Complete coverage was obtained for 569 (90%) of these. Among the remaining 10%, mean coverage was 96%. A wholegenome population sequence was also obtained for the preliminary large bottleneck line from time-point 18.
Fitness estimates: Fitness was estimated for the wild type and all first-and second-step mutants. We also estimated fitness for all one-step mutations observed by Rokyta et al. (2005) , but not by us. First-step mutants were assayed 5 times each in two batches while second-steps were assayed 10 times each, also in two batches. By batch we mean a group of assays done during 1 wk from a common set of isolates. The wild type was included in all batches as a control. In the second-step assays, the firststep background was also included.
Fitness assays were virtually identical to a single round of passaging (steps 1-8 in Passage experiment above, including use of the growth equation shown there) except for the source and number of phage added. As a source, frozen, sequenced isolates were plated and picked and plaques were suspended in 1 ml sterile phage-LB1Ca for 1-3 days to allow titers to stabilize. These were titered and a target of 2000 phage was added at step 4 (instead of 10 4 or 10 6 ). A small preliminary study on sources of variation in estimating fitness revealed that isolate age can have a significant effect. Consequently, all assays were done on isolates between 2 and 7 days of age.
Statistical analysis: To estimate mutant fitness and control for other factors (batch and assay order), fitness data were analyzed using the general linear model in R (R Development Core Team 2009). Models of increasing complexity were considered beginning with observed fitness as a function of mutation identity alone and then adding (i) batch and (ii) within-batch assay order. The best model was selected using Akaike's information criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974) .
To test the uncorrelated landscape's inherent assumption that the fitness effects of second-steps are drawn from the same distribution as those of first-steps (see Introduction), we used the GPD framework developed by Beisel et al. (2007) . We emphasize that our test regards the distribution of fitness effects and not fixed fitness effects (Rozen et al. 2002) . Our data are appropriate for such a test because they come from repeated sampling of the same pool of beneficial mutations where the identity of each mutation is known by wholegenome sequencing and is counted in the data set only once. One complexity with these data is that, even with repeated sampling, small-effect mutations may be missed because they are more likely to be lost to drift or competition before detection. Like Beisel et al. (2007) , we correct for this inherent bias by shifting the first-step data to the smallest mutation significantly more fit than the wild type (i.e., defining its fitness effect as zero). By contrast, a data set appropriate for studying fixed effects would include every observation and, ideally, the same mutations would never appear twice (since repeated sampling from a continuous distribution, as the model assumes, should yield repeat observations with probability zero).
The GPD describes the upper tails of most distributions using a shape parameter, k, and a scale parameter, t. Beisel et al. (2007) tested if fitness effects are exponentially distributed using a likelihood-ratio test to compare the k ¼ 0 GPD (exponential) to the best-fit GPD. Similarly, we compute the likelihood ratio of a null model where all the data come from one GPD (with parameters k, t) to an alternative model where first-and second-step effects come from separate GPD distributions (k 1 , t 1 , k 2 , t 2 ). Uncertainty in the true fitness of mutants due to assay noise is accounted for using importance sampling (Ripley 1987) . We ask where the observed likelihood ratio (L obs ) is located in the distribution of L when the null model is true. The mathematical details of our likelihood ratio test are presented in appendix a.
Note that in the likelihood-ratio test on the combined data set, we cannot shift the second-step data like we do the firststeps. While shifting first-steps merely truncates the null distribution in a different spot, shifting second-steps creates a discontinuity in the null distribution that makes calculating the likelihood problematic. There remains, however, a sampling bias against second-step mutations of small effect. This bias should be less influential than it might seem since it affects both the null and the alternative models in the same way, and its effect should largely cancel in the ratio of their likelihoods. To further guard against possible effects of the sampling bias, we designed a second test that is based on the distance between the largest second-step mutation and its first-step background (the largest first-step). This distance does not depend on observing the small-effect second-step mutations. In the test, we simulate the distribution of this distance under the null using parametric bootstrap and compare the observed distance to this distribution. Details are provided in appendix b.
Conditional on rejecting the null hypothesis, we then treat the first-and second-step mutations as separate data sets. This allows us to shift both data sets to correct for sampling bias against small effect. For each data set, we calculate confidence intervals on k as well as test the hypothesis that k , 0 (i.e., that the GPD is truncated) vs. k $ 0 with parametric bootstrap. Simulation under known parameter values revealed that, as is common with estimating boundary parameters, our estimator is biased. Our methods for correcting for this bias, estimating parameters, and testing for truncated GPDs is covered in appendix c.
An uncorrelated landscape also implies that the number of beneficial mutations on increasingly fit backgrounds should diminish rapidly. We test this assumption by estimating the number of beneficial mutations available on a high-fitness first-step background and then comparing it to the expectation. Formally, if a first-step background has rank r among first-steps, then the number of beneficial mutations available on this background will follow the negative binomial with parameters r and 0.5 and have an expected value of r (Rokyta et al. 2006a) . To understand why this is, note that with the fixation of a first-step beneficial mutation, the background has changed, and a new set of mutational neighbors becomes accessible. In the uncorrelated landscape model where genetic proximity is independent of fitness, the new set is simply a fresh draw of the same size from the same distribution as the original set of mutational neighbors. The only difference is that the threshold defining what is beneficial has increased. Gumbel and Schelling (1950) showed that, for large sample sizes and independent of the distribution, the number of values in the new sample exceeding the r th-ranked value from a previous sample is negative binomial.
Assuming a random transition is equally likely to be beneficial as a random transversion, then this argument should also hold for transitions. That is, if background B has rank r B among the first-step transitions (where B itself could be a transition or not), the number of second-step beneficial transitions accessible from background B should be negative binomial (r B , 0.5). We employ this second argument since we have only a reasonable sample size for transitions. To be conservative, we use the observed number of beneficial transitions (t observed ) as a lower bound on the true number and calculate the negative binomial probability of observing t observed on a background of rank r B . Substantial doubt is cast on the uncorrelated landscape if this probability is sufficiently small.
RESULTS
Number and identity of mutations:
The total number of first-step mutations observed in the six passage lines is 14 (Table 1) . Mutations are herein identified by nucleotide position and base change relative to the published wild-type sequence (GenBank accession AY751298). Two first-step mutations (a3875g and c3876t) have estimated fitness less than the wild type. The sites are near the origin of replication and may represent mutational hotspots. Removing these two and combining the rest with mutations from Rokyta et al. (2005) , who employed the same experimental conditions, 16 firststep beneficial mutations are observed.
In our experiment, four of these mutations-c2520t, g2534t, g3665t, and a3147g-were observed by timepoint 5 in all, or all but one, line. Several of these four may have been present in the ancestral stock at low frequencies. The starting stock used in all lines was obtained from a single plaque that was grown from the non-lab-adapted wild-type phage exposed to selective lab conditions (e.g., 37°). With plaques growing from one phage to 10 8 À10 9 phage and mutations occurring at an estimated rate of 1/300 replications (Drake et al. 1998) , we expect many mutations to arise. None will be present at high frequency, but adaptive mutations could increase in the plaque to modest frequency. With inocula sizes of $10 4 , the frequency of such adaptive mutations could still have been quite low ($0.0003) and have had $95% probability of making it into all lines (on the basis of binomial probabilities). Most importantly for interpreting our results, there are good reasons to believe that g2534t was present in the ancestral stock. As a transversion, g2534t should be rare. Indeed, it arose only once in 20 opportunities for Rokyta et al. (2005) and yet it was observed here in every line. To independently determine if it was present in the starting stock, we sequenced the end point from the preliminary line seeded with the same ancestral stock, several weeks before the other adaptations were conducted. That population-level sequence also contained g2534t.
The fortuitous consequence of using a single plaque grown under selective conditions was that the high-fitness mutant g2534t became abundant in every line. As a result, g2534t was the background upon which 13 of the observed 15 second-step mutations occurred (Table 1) . Four of these (a4541g, a4261g, g69t, and c2140t) may not be beneficial given their lack of persistence ( Figure 2 ) and low fitness estimates (Table 1) . Only one of the second-step mutations (g3850a 1 c2520t) involves two mutations that have been observed individually as beneficial as first-steps. One third-step mutation was observed.
Dynamics: The dynamics of mutation frequencies across passages differ substantially among the six passage lines (Figure 2 ). While models of adaptation assume that the population begins as fixed for the wild type, our populations were probably polymorphic at founding. This somewhat complicates categorizing dynamics of each line. Beginning with the small bottleneck lines, the dynamics range from being sweep-like to showing full interference. In line A (Figure 2A ), the only mutations observed are first-steps (except the double mutant a4541g, which is probably not benefi- 
Mutations observed in passage experiments on ID11 are identified by nucleotide substitution and sorted by fitness. Also included are mutations observed by Rokyta et al. (2005) under the same adaptive conditions. NA, not assayed. Note that some genes in ID11 overlap; mutations 1585 and 1808 affect multiple genes.
a The amino acid position gives the gene name followed by the residue number. b Fitness is reported as log 2 increase in phage per hour. c ''-'' indicates not applicable because Rokyta et al. (2005) did not progress past one-step mutations.
cial), and fixation has occurred by passage 20. In the sense that multiple haplotypes are competing in line A, the frequency dynamics are obviously akin to clonal interference. But in the sense that only putative founder mutations are observed and no new beneficial mutations appear after the first sample, the mutational dynamics are selective sweep-like. The implication is if the population began as monomorphic, a selective sweep might have occurred. Line B shows a similar pattern of only first-step mutations arising and a trend toward fixation. But in line B there are several unique mutations in addition to the founder set, making it more likely that some mutations arose on the wild-type background after passaging began. This is consistent with the clonal interference model. Up until time-point 10, line C shows patterns similar to those of lines A and B. However, before any mutation fixes, several second-steps and then a third-step arise. With more than one mutation arising on the g2534t background and then a third-step mutation arising before any of the second-steps fix, line C is consistent with full interference dynamics.
The three large passage lines (D-F) display extensive interference dynamics and, again, the pattern generally favors full interference over strictly defined clonal interference. Inconsistent with the clonal interference model, we observe a case in line D where second-step mutations arise on two different first-step backgrounds (on g2534t and on g3850a) rather than waiting for one background to fix. The multiple-mutations model is harder to evaluate. While the assumption of a fixed fitness effect is obviously violated (Table 1) , the model's real claim is not that a fixed effect is literally true, but rather that long-term adaptation can be approximated with a fixed effect equal to an average among variable effects. A less obvious test of the multiple-mutations model is its assumption that the suite of next-step beneficial mutations in the population should arise on currently established most-fit background(s). This assumption is generally supported, but not without exception. In three of the four lines where beneficial second-step mutations arise (C-F), they arise on the mostfit g2534t background (C, E, and F). In line D, however, the frequency changes suggest that g3850a is the mostfit background and line B echoes this ranking; yet the second-step beneficial mutations that come to dominate by time-point 20 are on the g2534t background.
In their development of a model of clonal interference, Gerrish and Lenski (1998) defined a leapfrog event as one in which a mutant type rises to .50% frequency, but is then superseded by another mutation from which it differs by two mutational changes (the most possible when only one-step mutations are permitted). In passage line B we observe this effect when g2534t is replaced by g3850a as the dominant type between time-points 15 and 20. The same event occurs in passage line D between time-points 5 and 10. In line D between time-points 10 and 15 we observe a more dramatic leapfrog event where g3850a is superseded by a suite of second-step mutations on the g2534t backgroundmutations that differ from it by three mutational steps.
Fitness landscapes and distribution of fitness effects: We tested whether the fitness values of first-and secondstep mutations come from the same distribution. In doing so, we first tested our fitness assay data for sources of systematic error. The general linear model indicates that batch had a significant effect on fitness estimates (DAIC ¼ À57.0), but that assay order within batch was not significant (DAIC ¼ 2.0). To reduce bias in analyzing distributions, first-step fitness data were shifted so mutant a3864g had fitness of zero. The likelihoodratio test for one-vs. two-fitness-distributions models (appendix a) favors the two-distribution model P ¼ 0.03. The test for distance between largest first-step and largest second-step similarly rejects the null model (P ¼ 0.02). The bias-corrected estimates for k under the twodistribution model (with 95% C.I.'s) are k 1 ¼ À0.29 (À1.85, 0.21) and k 2 ¼ À0.11 (À2.88, 1.54). These distributions, along with the best-fit null and the fitness data, are presented in Figure 3 . When the hypothesis that the fitness distributions are truncated (k , 0 vs. k $ 0) is tested for the first-step data using bias-corrected bootstrapping, the nontruncated distributions cannot be rejected (P ¼ 0.14). For second-steps, where sample noise is high compared to effect size, there is little information regarding truncated vs. nontruncated distributions (P ¼ 0.61). Using the Beisel et al. (2007) test of the similar exponential hypothesis (k , 0 vs. k ¼ 0) returns the same qualitative results: P ¼ 0.08 and P ¼ 0.20.
Nine beneficial transitions are observed on the g2534t background (Table 1) . To test whether this number is consistent with the uncorrelated model expectation of a negative binomial distribution, we rank g2534t among the first-step transitions (see materials and methods for explanation). By fitness assay, g2534t ranks first among all observed mutations, including transitions (Table 1 ). In the frequency data (Figure 2) , the only transition that may rank above it is g3850a. This suggests that g2534t ranks first or second, but, clearly, we have not observed all first-step beneficial transitions. Would its rank drop if we could observe all such mutations? As we argue below, the large bottleneck lines were large enough to generate most beneficial transitions every few passages. If there were any very high fitness transitions, they should have established and been observed. It is therefore likely that g2534t genuinely ranks among the top two transitions. Since the expected number of beneficial mutations under the negative binomial model is equal to the rank (Rokyta et al. 2006a) , on a background of rank 1, 2, or 3, we expect there to be one, two, or three total beneficial transitions. In fact, we observed nine (Table 1 ). The P-values associated with observing nine on a background of rank 1, 2, or 3 are 0.001, 0.006, and 0.02. Thus, the data do not support the assumption of the fully uncorrelated landscape.
DISCUSSION
Frequency of beneficial mutations: The dynamics of adaptation depend strongly on how often beneficial mutations occur. At one extreme, beneficial mutations are rare and selective sweeps dominate. As the supply of mutations rises, say because population size increases, a secondary beneficial mutation will tend to establish before the first one fixes, but which secondary mutation and when it does so remain stochastic. As the incidence of mutations further increases, the population produces more than one beneficial mutation each generation, then many, then most, and then all such mutations. With larger populations becoming increasingly saturated with the available beneficial mutations, the set of best mutations will establish and compete, and adaptation becomes more deterministic (Wahl and Krakauer 2000; Jain and Krug 2007) . This inevitable competition between these highly fit mutations also means that the rate of adaptation will tend to plateau with increasing mutation supply (De Visser et al. 1999) . One of our objectives in passaging at two substantially different bottleneck sizes (10 4 and 10 6 ) was to observe and perhaps demarcate where these transitions in dynamics occur.
The 10 4 bottleneck size appears to put the population in the transition between selective sweep dynamics and highly stochastic interference dynamics. As explained in materials and methods, the source population was very likely polymorphic and included the highly fit mutation g2534t. Therefore, the appearance of multiple first-step mutations in all three lines is not illuminating. More telling is the appearance of second-step mutations in the third line (interference dynamics), but their absence in the other two small lines (selective sweep-like dynamics; Figure 2C vs. 2A and 2B). Note that g4541t in line A is probably not beneficial on the basis of the fitness data from Table 1 as well its failure to persist. Numerous beneficial mutations on the g2534t background exist (Table 1) To convert the population size data under periodic bottlenecks to effective sizes (N e ), we use the equation N e ¼ N b Gr from Wahl and Gerrish (2001) , where N b is the transfer size, G is the number of generations between passages, and r is the per generation exponential growth rate. In all three small bottleneck lines, N e was $5 3 10 4 . This suggests that in similar biological systems, populations will tend to adapt under sweep dynamics when N e , 10 4 and under interference dynamics when N e . 10 5 . How similar must other biological systems be for this generalization to hold? Sweep dynamics will prevail when the time it takes for a beneficial mutation to arise and escape the vagaries of drift (i.e., to become established) is longer than the time for an established mutation to fix. The expected number of generations to establish and fix is known from population genetics theory: t establish ¼ 1/N e m b s and t fix % [ln(N e s)]/s, respectively where s is the selection coefficient and m b is the beneficial mutation rate (Gillespie 1991; . Sweep conditions will prevail when N e m b > ln(N e s) . Hence, the similarity of other systems to ours depends not just on N e , but also on s and m b .
The s-values observed here (e.g., 0.05-0.1 for secondsteps) are relatively large (Table 4) . However, the size of s has relatively little influence on which dynamics prevail. Mathematically, this is because s appears only in the log term of the inequality above. The magnitude of s instead dictates the timescale upon which the process plays out with large coefficients leading to both much shorter establishment and much shorter fixation times as illustrated in Figure 5 .
The more important factor influencing dynamics is m b , about which relatively little is known. For our system, we can get an order of magnitude estimate of m b by again noting that second-step mutations established in only one of the three small bottleneck lines despite the opportunity. Since these lines represent $60 phage generations, the time to establishment must be very roughly on the order of 60 generations. Assuming that s ¼ 0.075 (the midpoint of observed values) and that N e ¼ 4 3 10 4 ($N e of the highly fit g2534t background upon which most beneficial mutations could have occurred), we solve the equation t establish ¼ 1/N e m b s for m b to get m b % 5 3 10 À6 . The following cross-check of this estimate suggests this value is probably low, but not unreasonable. When this rate is divided by an estimate of the per-genome mutation rate of 1.0 3 10 À2 from the closely related fX174 virus (Raney et al. 2004; Cuevas et al. 2009) , it suggests that $1 in every 2000 mutations is beneficial. However, we observed 9 beneficial transitions on the g2534t background and a simple markrecapture model (Miller et al. 2005) estimates that 18 exist. There are 5577 transitions possible from this background, and 18/5577 ¼ 0.003, suggesting that $1 in 300 mutations is beneficial. In other words, m b is probably .5 3 10 À6 . Nonetheless, our approximation of m b is relatively similar to a recent estimate in E. coli of $10 À5 , or 1/150 mutations (Perfeito et al. 2007 ). Drake et al. (1998) showed that the per-genome mutation rate is on the same order of magnitude across most microbes. It is conceivable that m b will also be in the vicinity of 10 À5 across many microbes. Figure 5 plots the expected times to establishment and fixation on the basis of the above equations, emphasizing the transition from sweep to interference dynamics. If m b is indeed near 10 À5 , then the transition from sweep to interference will occur between 10 4 and 10 5 across a wide range of selection coefficients. The dotted line in Figure 5 illustrates that if m b is decreased an order of magnitude to 10 À6 , the effect is to increase the N e where transition occurs approximately an order of magnitude. Lynch (2006) estimated long-term N e in prokaryotes, nonparasitic unicellular eukaryotes, invertebrates, and land plants on the orders of 10 8 , 10 7 , 10 6 , and 10 6 , respectively. Pathogens may have lower longterm N e due to their host dependence. While these estimates come from a dramatically different temporal scale than our research, they indicate that most microbes spend most of the time at effective sizes where interference dynamics are expected to dominate.
Given these arguments, it is not surprising that in the three large bottleneck lines where the mean N e % 10 7 , all lines exhibit interference dynamics. More interesting is that the large lines may be in another transition zone, one where mutation supply is great enough to begin pushing the population down a more deterministic path. By passage 20, each large line has a different set of second-step mutations, giving the impression that the process is highly stochastic. However, in all three large lines, secondary mutations affecting residue 171 in gene G (which encodes the major spike protein) appear to be emerging or have emerged as the most fit haplotype. Specifically, in line E, mutation a4530g causes the T171A amino acid substitution in gene G and is clearly dominant. In line D, three mutations divide most of the frequency at time-point 20: c2113t, a4530g, and c4531t. However, c2113t has declined in frequency since passage 15, suggesting it has lower fitness. Note that this rank order is inferred from changes in frequency and not fitness assay estimates (Table 1) as confidence intervals from the fitness assays overlap substantially (Figure 4) . While mutation c4531t affects the same residue as a4530g, the substitution is T171I. Further note that in line D the increase of a4530g and c4531t also comes at the expense of a1958g and c2149t. This is consequential for understanding line F. Here, four mutations are observed in the last time point: c2140t, a1958g, c2149t, and c4531t. Mutation c2140t is little changed from passage 15, suggesting it is not most fit. The other three types are first observed at passage 20. If the rank order deduced from line D above is correct, then c4531t affecting residue 171 in gene G would be the most fit among them.
The convergence of the large bottleneck lines along similar adaptive paths is consistent with the argument that they lie in the transition zone of waning stochasticity. However, N e % 10 7 is not nearly large enough to produce all beneficial mutations every generation. Other beneficial mutations on the g2534t background (besides a4530g and c4531t) did establish in all three lines. In general, 5-10 passages (15-30 generations) passed before mutations affecting residue G171 appeared. This implies that when N e > 10 7 , a population is far less likely to obtain the most beneficial mutation. Consistent with this, the only small bottleneck line to proceed past first-step mutations (C) has committed to a totally different second-step on the g2534t background, either a1970g or a1948g.
Genetic background on which beneficial mutations arise: Besides how often they occur, the background on which beneficial mutations may arise will dictate adaptive dynamics. Several interference models have examined this topic in some detail (Figure 1 , right side) and made differing assumptions, yet virtually all assume an additive fitness landscape. Ironically, while differing assumptions about the backgrounds on which mutations occur lead to different dynamics and rates of adaptation, the ultimate outcome is unaffected-the same pool of mutations will eventually fix regardless of order. Background is much more important on uncorrelated landscapes because the background a mutation arises upon will uniquely define the adaptive trajectory. The issue also bears on if and how populations can cross fitness valleys in the adaptive landscape. Several authors have argued that weakly beneficial, neutral, or even mildly deleterious mutations may establish and have transient existences in the population (Iwasa et al. 2004; Jain and Krug 2007) . If a beneficial mutation occurs on such a background in a rugged or semirugged landscape, it may spawn a mutation that is more fit than any existing type and thereby steer adaptation. Evolution of the influenza virus in humans via neutral networks may be a real world example of this type of dynamic (Koelle et al. 2006) .
Our data indicate that beneficial mutations can arise on any background present in the population. To illustrate, we compare our data to several of the aforementioned models. Consistent with the clonal interference model of Gerrish and Lenski (1998) , a multitude of first-step mutations are observed on the wild-type background. An important conclusion of clonal interference models is that the rate of fixation is slowed compared to selective sweep dynamics. This slowdown is implied in portions of our data. Using the estimated fitness from Table 1 and imagining that g2534t alone is competing with the wild type, we would deterministically expect a single g2534t mutation to be virtually fixed in 6-8 passages (depending on the bottleneck size). In no lines did g2534t reach fixation by passage 10, presumably because its ascent was dampened by the presence of other first-step mutations that were substantially more fit than the wild type.
However, the data do not conform to the clonal interference assumption that multiple first-steps will compete and one will fix before any second-steps arise. In the four lines where second-steps appear (Figure 2 , C-F), they establish before any first-step reaches fixation. The multiple-mutations model of assumes that one or more beneficial mutations of equal fitness will increase in frequency and, before fixing, spawn one or more second-step beneficial mutations. While less-fit backgrounds may give rise to mutations, it is only the mutations on the most-fit background(s) that will yield the new most-fit haplotype(s). The data generally support this assumption, though not universally. In all lines where second-steps arise (C-F), they do so before first-steps fix. In lines C, E, and F, the second-steps appear on the high-fitness g2534t background. However, in the large bottleneck line D, frequency changes indicate that g3850a is probably outcompeting g2534t at time-point 10 ( Figure  2 ). Small line B further supports this rank order. But before g3850a fixes, g2534t spawns several second-step mutations that are more fit than g3850a and by timepoint 20 have come to predominance. Mutation g2534t is, thus, ''rescued'' from its decline by producing secondstep mutations.
Interestingly, time-point 20 in line D contains a second-step mutation on the waning g3850a background (g3850a 1 c2520t). This double mutant may or may not have changed the fate of g3850a had the experiment continued, but like the g2534t rescue event earlier in line D, it illustrates that the full interference models are likely correct: beneficial mutations may establish on any background present in the population and thereby affect dynamics. In a recent flask-passage adaptation experiment similar to ours, but using an RNA bacteriophage, Betancourt (2009) also observed instances of both clonal interference and more complex interference dynamics, further supporting the full interference model.
Leapfrog events: An interesting case of mutations on a suboptimal background affecting dynamics comes from what Gerrish and Lenski (1998) called the leapfrog event. Here, a mutant that is temporarily the most abundant in the population is supplanted by another genotype from which it differs by more than one mutational change. By facilitating a more rapid genetic shift at the population level than is possible under selective sweeps, leapfrog events may be biologically significant when the population is under selective pressure from another evolving entity like a competitor or a host immune system. Three instances of leapfrog events are observed in our data: line B time-points 15-20, line D time-points 5-10, and again in line D at timepoints 10-20 (Figure 2 ; see results for details). In the last case, the event involves a change of three mutations. The data suggest leapfrog events may be common, and because beneficial mutations may arise on a diversity of backgrounds, leaps may involve multiple mutational steps.
Distribution of beneficial effects: Most models of adaptation assume fitness effects of beneficial mutations are distributed exponentially (see Introduction). The empirical evidence for this has been mixed (Sanjuán et al. 2004; Rokyta et al. 2005 Rokyta et al. , 2008 Betancourt and Bollback 2006; Kassen and Bataillon 2006; EyreWalker and Keightley 2007) . Rokyta et al. (2008) analyzed data from two phage systems-including the one studied here-and rejected the exponential in favor of a truncated distribution. That analysis of ID11 was based on nine beneficial first-step mutations. We (re)assayed fitness for those nine mutations plus an additional seven. Our analysis of first-step mutations favors a truncated distribution (k ¼ À0:29, Figure 3 ), but the exponential distribution cannot be rejected (P ¼ 0.14 or P ¼ 0.08, depending on which test is used). Analysis of second-steps yields extremely wide confidence intervals on k (Figure 3) , indicating that our assay noise is too large to make meaningful inferences about the shape of the second-step distribution.
Another common assumption in models of adaptation is that the distribution from which fitness effects come remains unchanged as adaptation proceeds. For purely additive landscapes this is literally true, while for uncorrelated landscapes in a static environment, the assumption is more precisely that the distribution at each step is always the rescaled upper tail of the same distribution. We return to the topic of additive landscapes in the next subsection and here address the fixed distribution assumption under uncorrelated landscapes. A qualitative pattern that arises from this assumption is that the size of fitness effects will decrease as fitness increases along a walk. This pattern has been observed previously in experimental evolution (Holder and Bull 2001; Silander et al. 2007; Betancourt 2009) . Our data show the same pattern, although in greater detail for only the first two steps: second-steps have both smaller absolute fitness effects (Figure 3 ) and smaller selection coefficients than first-steps (Figure 4) . However, the fixed-distribution assumption makes a more precise prediction than simply that fitness effects should decrease. It specifies by how much they should decrease. We tested this more specific prediction by asking whether the first-and second-step fitness effects fit a one-distribution model well compared with a twodistribution model. The results of the likelihood-ratio test indicate that our second-steps do not come from the upper tail of the same distribution that generated the first-steps (P ¼ 0.03, Figure 3) . Given the large uncertainty in k, this cannot be the result of the first-and second-steps having incompatible shapes. Instead, the result is driven by second-steps being too large to be explained under the null model. Recall that for bounded GPD distributions, first-steps are drawn from the full distribution and second-steps are drawn from the region of the distribution above their first-step background-hence the specific prediction about how much fitness effects should decrease. The one-distribution (null) model does not fit the data well because there is a big gap between the largest first-step mutation and the estimated boundary ( Figure 3A) . We confirmed this explanation using a second test that asks whether the difference between the largest first-step and the largest second-step (20.6 À 18.7 ¼ 1.9; Table 1 ) is compatible with the null model (appendix b). The rarity of a difference this large (P ¼ 0.020) again indicates that the one-distribution model can be rejected. This suggests an unpleasant reality (from a modeling perspective) that the distribution of fitness effects may change with the background.
Landscape ruggedness: Mutational landscape models have tended to rely heavily on fitness landscapes at the theoretical extremes: maximally rugged (uncorrelated effects) or maximally smooth (additive effects). We now critique our data from the two ends of this spectrum, asking whether they are consistent with either one. As we saw in the previous subsection, the likelihood-ratio test casts doubt on the one-distribution assumption and, by extension, the uncorrelated landscape. Another expectation of an uncorrelated landscape is that the number of beneficial mutations (i.e., exceedences) should be small for high-ranking backgrounds. Nine beneficial second-step transitions are observed on the high-fitness, high-ranking g2534t background. Ignoring the fact that the true number must be larger than this, nine is too many compared to the negative binomial expectation of two to four beneficial transitions (P , 0.02). Thus, the data do not support an uncorrelated landscape.
Nor are the data consistent with a smooth fitness landscape. One expectation for such landscapes is that mutations beneficial as first-steps will also be beneficial as second-steps and have consistent fitness effects (when measured as selection coefficients). Among the 11 second-step beneficial mutations, only one involves the pairing of known first-step beneficial mutations (g3850a 1 c2520t). In this case, the observed fitness of the second-step c2520t on the g3850a background (ŝ ¼ 0:06) is substantially smaller than its effect on the wild-type background (ŝ ¼ 0:26). Rather than additive, this observation is consistent with a model of diminishing returns epistatis (De Visser et al. 1999; Bull et al. 2000) where a mutation's fitness effect decreases as the background fitness increases.
The data from background g2534t (the only wellsampled first-step background on which to evaluate second-step mutations) also disfavors an additive landscape. On the g2534t background, zero of nine observed second-steps (all transitions) were observed beneficial first-steps. While there are nine first-step mutations with values .0.15, all observed second-steps have values #0.1 (Figure 4 ; Table 1 ). If s-values do not change with background as additivity dictates, the firststep mutations should have been selectively favored and some should have appeared as second-steps. Whether the first-step mutations on the g2534t background generally have negative fitness effects (sign epistasis; , or are simply less than additive (magnitude epistasis), is unknown.
Thus the landscape is likely neither totally additive nor fully uncorrelated. The truth, of course, must lie in between and the question is where. Not only is the answer important for understanding the dynamics of adaptation, but also it bears on the long-standing debate about the evolutionary advantages of sex. Much interest in interference dynamics in asexuals owes to how interference slows the rate at which beneficial mutations fix in the population (Muller 1932; Gerrish and Lenski 1998; Orr 2000; Wilke 2004; Kim and Orr 2005) . In this framework, all beneficial mutations that are eventually outcompeted are ''wasted'' and interference is viewed as hindering adaptation. Sex circumvents the problem by allowing the competing beneficial mutations to be combined in the same genome. Yet a central premise of this argument is that beneficial mutations are additive or at least semiadditive (i.e., magnitude epistasis). If mutations instead show extensive sign epistasis (i.e., the landscape is moderately rugged), then the tendency for sex to combine individual beneficial mutations is of no advantage since they tend not to be beneficial in combination ( Jain and Krug 2007) . Note, however, that this argument does not extend beyond individual mutations. Sex may be important because it can also recombine genomic units that compose more extensive variation (e.g., regions with multiple substitutions). This can produce combinations of mutations that are both highly beneficial and, if the landscape is rugged, not available through stepwise adaptation (Watson et al. 2006) .
Regardless of the advantages of sexual reproduction, we suggest that for asexuals, interference dynamics may not be detrimental as generally is assumed. Interference may instead be a creative evolutionary force because it allows the population to explore more sequence space than is possible under selective sweep dynamics ( Jain and Krug 2007) . On rugged landscapes, this amounts to exploring more evolutionary trajectories before one is chosen by selection.
Conclusion: Our research has several implications about adaptive evolution and attempts to model it. Except when populations are quite small (#10 4 ), selective sweep dynamics are unlikely for many microbial populations. Larger populations experience extensive interference dynamics where multiple beneficial mutations may arise on any background, although they are more likely to arise on the most fit backgrounds. As population size and the amount of interference increase, the particular mutations that establish and increase in frequency become less stochastic. We find evidence that the distribution of fitness effects changes between two backgrounds. This is not consistent with a fully uncorrelated landscape. Also inconsistent is the large number of beneficial mutations on a high-fitness firststep background. Nor do the data support a smooth, fully additive landscape. The truth likely lies somewhere in between. The data from our system suggest that the most reasonable modeling assumptions involve interference dynamics on partially correlated landscapes where mutations may occur on any background present in the population. While these findings may not be surprising from a biological perspective, an examination of Figure 1 illustrates that models conforming to them do not currently exist. Alternatively, some existing models may be robust to violations of these assumptions, but with a few important exceptions (e.g., Hegreness et al. 2006) this has not been well demonstrated.
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where l ¼ Àt/k for k , 0 and we assume that l ¼ ' when k $ 0. Thus we use a truncated t-distribution for our importance sampling distribution Q(x) where we essentially reversed the roles of x and Y . This ensures that we efficiently sample unobserved X i near the observed data Y , but we must pay attention to the boundary conditions. It is easy to calculate the integral in the denominator of Equation A4 by using the standard t-distribution. For notational convenience we define
where T follows the standard t-distribution with m À 1 d.f. Substituting Equation A4 into A3,
Likelihoods and likelihood ratios: Formally, let w 1;1 ; w 2;1 ; . . . ; w n1;1 ð Þ and w 1;2 ; w 2;2 ; . . . ; w n2;2 ð Þ be the fitness values of the n 1 and n 2 observed first-and second-step mutations, respectively, listed from most fit to the least fit (i.e., according to rank order notation). Assume that the background for the second-step beneficial mutations is the most fit first-step background (i.e., is the background for second-steps). This assumption can be easily relaxed, but it holds true for the data we analyze. To reduce observational bias against small-effect mutations, we follow Beisel et al. (2007) and right-shift the data by redefining the smallest beneficial first-step mutation significantly more fit than wild type as zero. We shift two mutations instead of one because our smallest-effect first-step has fitness near the wild type (ŝ ¼ 0:01; Table 1 ) and thus the one mutation shift would do little to protect against sampling bias. In vector form, the first-and second-step data are then defined as fitness differences above the second-smallest effect mutation:
X 1 ¼ ðw 1;1 À w n 1 ;1 ; w 2;1 À w n 1 ;1 ; . . . ; w n 1 À1;1 À w n 1 ;1 Þ ¼ ðX 1;1 ; X 2;1 ; . . . ; X n 1 À1;1 Þ and X 2 ¼ ðw 1;2 À w n 2 ;2 ; w 2;2 À w n 2 ;2 ; . . . ; w n 2 À1;2 À w n 2 ;2 Þ ¼ ðX 1;2 ; X 2;2 ; . . . ; X n 2 À1;2 Þ:
The null hypothesis states that X 1 ¼ X 1;1 ; X 2;1 ; . . . ; X n1À1;1 ð Þ is a random sample drawn from a GPD (k, t) representing the fitness effects distribution of first-step mutations. Conditional on the largest-effect first-step mutation, X n1À1;1 , the second-step fitnesses denoted by X 2 ¼ X 1;2 ; X 2;2 ; . . . ; X n2À1;2 ð Þ represent a random sample from a GPD (k, t*), where t* ¼ X n1À1;1 k 1 t.
The alternative hypothesis states that X 1 ¼ X 1;1 ; X 2;1 ; . . . ; X n1À1;1 ð Þ is a random sample from a GPD (k 1 , t 1 ) representing the fitness effects distribution of first-step mutations. The second-step fitnesses, denoted by X 2 ¼ X 1;2 ; X 2;2 ; . . . ; X n2À1;2 ð Þ , represent a random sample from a GPD (k 2 , t 2 ). However, since X 1 and X 2 are not directly observable, we define Y j;i;k ¼ X j;i 1 e j;i;k ; where e j,i,k is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance s j,i . Therefore, Y j,i,k is the observed fitness for the ith step (i ¼ 1, 2), the jth mutant (j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n i À 1), and the kth replicate fitness assay (k ¼ 1, . . . , m j ). At each step (i) and for each mutant (j) we calculate the average (over replicates) Y j;i and variance S 2 j;i . In vector form, Then the likelihood of the data under the null hypothesis is given by
where LðY ; S 2 jk; tÞ is given by Equation A2 and here t* ¼ Y n1À1;1 k 1 t. The likelihood equation under the alternative model is given by
We obtain the maximum-likelihood estimates (MLEs) under both models by dividing the parameter space into discretized values and searching for the peak. The importance sampling size is set at 25 observations per mutation throughout. In practice, finding the MLEs turns out to be difficult because the likelihood surface is characterized by a ridge running diagonally across parameter values that is extremely narrow relative to the feasible resolution of the grid ( Figure A1 ). The importance sampling furthers the problem by adding a slight stochasticity to where this ridge lies exactly. The strategy we use to map the likelihood surface is to begin with a value of l (the boundary) slightly above the largest observation and calculate likelihoods across a discretized set of t's and k's that yield this l (recall l ¼ Àt/k). We then shift l downward in small increments until the likelihood drops. In fact, the drop is cliff-like to nearly zero with decreasing l ( Figure A1 ). This is followed by shifting l upward in small increments until the ridge top is crossed and peak likelihoods decline substantially. To avoid bias against unbounded distributions (which lack l), we also search in a grid-like manner for incrementally increasing values of k . 0 across a broad range of t's. Whereas our initial grid-like search of parameter space yielded inconsistent results, this strategy of searching along the diagonal yielded highly repeatable MLEs.
To We calculate the distribution of L under the null hypothesis using the parametric bootstrap approach with 200 replicates, and from this distribution we calculate a P-value. Parametric bootstraps involve (1) resampling mutations from the estimated distributions, (2) resampling replicate fitness assays for each mutation with sample noise drawn from a normal with mean zero and variance equal to the average variance observed across fitness assays (0.77), and (3) averaging replicate assays for each mutant to obtain a data set for analysis.
APPENDIX B: DISTANCE BETWEEN LARGEST SECOND-AND FIRST-STEP TESTS
The observed distance between the largest second-step mutation and its background, the largest first-step, does not depend on how many small-effect second-step mutations were unobserved. Consequently, this distance provides a robust summary statistic to test the null hypothesis that both first-and second-steps come from the same distribution. The test is based on the distribution of the distance statistic under the null model and entails the following basic steps: (1) estimate t and k under the null model; (2) simulate 1000 data sets under the null; (3) for each data set, calculate the distance between the largest second-step and its background; and (4) compile distances into a distribution and define the P-value as the proportion of these equal to or greater than the observed distance. Note that in step 1, first-step data are shifted to the smallest first-step mutation significantly more fit than the wild type while second-steps are not shifted because such a shift is not feasible under the null (see materials and methods). In step 2, we are conservative by simulating under the upper bound on k, rather thank, which shifts the simulated distances to larger values. For t in the step 2 simulations, we use the value that yields the same l produced by point estimates on t and k (on the basis of l ¼ Àt/k). Finally, we note that simulations showed the test result (the P-value) was not sensitive to our choice of k or t as long as the effect sizes and the sampling noise remain on the same scale (i.e., l is not changed appreciably).
APPENDIX C: BIAS-CORRECTED PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The LRT described in appendix a and applied to our data favors the alternative, two-distribution model (see results). We, therefore, wish to obtain estimates of k and t and confidence intervals around them under this model.
Since first-and second-steps are independent under the alternative model, parameter estimation can be undertaken for one data set at a time. Analysis of simulated data sets with known parameters revealed that the MLEs from appendix a are biased. The nature of the bias is to favor more negative k-values and the truncated distributions these produce. In essence, the likelihood is usually maximized by imposing a boundary (l) just above the largest observation even when the true distribution has a tail beyond this, leading to a bias. Truncated distributions where the truncation point is a parameter in the model, referred to in the statistical literature as ''range-dependent models,'' often show this kind of bias. We need to correct for this bias and do so as follows. For a fixed value of k, simulate 100 data sets on the basis of sampling from the GPD the same number of mutations as the real data and then generate observations equal in number to the real data, by adding normally distributed sampling error (m ¼ 0, s ¼ŝ from the real data set). For the value of k under consideration, fix t so that the expected value of the resulting GPD (t/(1 À k)) will be equal to the observed sample average. This ensures that the magnitude of simulated fitness effects relative to the sampling error will remain consistent with the real data set across values of k. For each of the 100 data sets, estimate k by maximum likelihood as described in appendix a. Calculate the mean MLE across these 100 data sets as an approximation of E½kjk. Repeat this across a range of simulated k-values (0, À0.25, À0.50, À0.75, À1.00, À1.25). We then plot E½kjk as a function of true k and fit it to a simple function. This yields an approximation to the relationship E½kjk ¼ g ðkÞ. Replacing E½kjk withk and solving for k provides a bias-corrected estimate,k corrected . The bias-correction functions, g(k), along with the simulated data points they are based upon, are shown in Figure A2 .
We apply this bias correction to the first-and second-step data sets separately. In both cases, the data are shifted to the smallest mutation substantially more fit than the background. To calculate approximate confidence intervals on the first-and second-stepk corrected estimates, we again treat them separately and simulate 100 data sets under the biascorrected estimates,k corrected . For each data set, we obtain MLEs and apply the bias correction. The 100k corrected values are sorted, and those ranked second and 97th are used to form the confidence interval. Figure A1 .-Likelihood surface for first-step mutations under the alternative model. Note the severity of the highlikelihood ridge cutting diagonally across the surface (i.e., for a fixed l). Also note the cliff-like drop as l decreases (i.e., with decreasing t and k). The point of drop-off is defined by the largest observed fitness value. Figure A2 .-Bias correction in k estimation. Data are simulated under known k (horizontal axis) and used to estimatê k. Averaged over many data sets, this approximates E½kjk (vertical axis). Fitting these data points to simple functions and solving for k provides a bias correction. As a comparison, the dashed line represents an unbiased estimator.
